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outlaw bikers and organized crime. Battle with thousands of other players in an epic war for power. Raise your criminal empire and become a living legend! Click on the button to download content from the videopression. Download content You've been on the go for days as you enter the city limits of New York City. River! Did you get the coordinates to send?
Of course, mate. Kutuzov moored on pier 9. About 10 minutes outside. You nod and drive on. The ship holds a special container for your MC. Contents: the most carable Russian AK-47 full car 7.62 caliber assault rifles. Toys that will help you crush enemies. When you arrive at the pier, you see Crazy Lobos MC loading your shipment into the truck. You hit
the brakes, raise your gun, and shout to your brothers, Take what is ours, and kill them all! Click on the button to download content from the videopression. Bloody Roads, California is a classic MMO design and strategy featuring PvE and PvP. You impersonate a tough outlaw biker and drive a motorcycle club. The game has a real urban scene set in the US.
Striving for money and power, you send your gang to take control in every federal state in America. With the right tactics and strategy, your biker crew will be back with bags filled to breaking point with money and smuggling. Cashing in and looting your raids will help you grow your business and become the number one MC in the US. Band with other
players, form a brotherhood and take part in challenging battles PvE and PvP. Win in events and rankings, equip your avatar for a hard biker look and build your custom bike. Features: Awesome outlaw biker game featuring more than 20 unique buildings and rewarding illegal trading systemEpic biker strategy game with hard MC gangs and tactical
challengesperforming your custom motorcycle with over 100 bike partsRealistic urban environment and stunning graphicsCompetitive content featuring PvE, PvP and awarded Enenjoy rating tons of content with clans, single &amp; multiplayer achievements, and more to explore, find out thousands of players across multiple platforms in one shared world
MMO game Bloody Roads California free game 2-play with in-app purchases and useful videos to speed up acceleration Progression. Thank you for playing our game! We always strive to improve California's Bloody Roads. If you have any suggestions or ideas, we are more than happy to hear from you through our support team. You lost your brothers and
shed blood. The room was quite big and comfortable. Nothing is done in this city without your consent. But it seems a rival club didn't get that. You look after you and signal to your brethon to move away. Heavy bikes thunder along the road ... Today will be a black day for your enemy. Bloody Roads is a free-to-play construction and strategy game. You are
the president of an outlaw motorcycle club. You're expanding your business step by step, gathering powerful members around you and beat competing MCs. On your way to the top, you join forces with other MCs and train enemies who boss here. You're just a biker and yet have a lot of pressure on you. That's because you've got a responsibility to take care
of your crew, and build them to be a massive power. Along the way, you have to learn to communicate with your film crew as well as how to improve their conditions so they can eat and make more money for you. You must also defend yourself against enemy crews, as well as exercise your authority over them by acquiring and earning wealth through
ownership of various businesses. While you're starting out in California, want to move on to bigger and better things pulls in your heart. Welcome to california's bloody roads. Bloody California Roads is your regular RTS game with a twist. You are thrown into the middle of a gang fight between your fellow bikers and enemies around the area. So you have to
win the fight, and earn your right to stand inside the gangs. When you go, you have to learn to balance everything at an equal pace without upsetting the balance, otherwise you risk letting yourself be exposed to problems. So we'll go through a few tips and tricks to make sure you're the best biker boss that anyone has ever seen. Update slowly To begin with,
lets you talk about how to keep your units strong and healthy. Throughout the game, you will have chances to constantly update different areas. For example, you can upgrade your cash reserves, your arsenal, and your defenses to just mention a few. A lot of people will try to just level one area all the way through, but it's not the smartest thing to do. Here
are some tips to help you. First, make sure you're constantly updating with steam speed. While it may be tempting to simply upgrade your arsenal first, its actually best to first upgrade your money makers first. To begin with, everything requires money. From hiring defenders and intruders, to upgrading your buildings, money is the most valuable asset. So
equally updating your money makers is the most important task. These areas of making money are known as regular shops or businesses such as poker lounges and bars. You can find as a rule, as a rule, in the upper right corner of your personal base as well as in other states after you take them over. We'll cover them later. For starters, make sure each
one is updated equally as the strength of the business grows in anticipation rather than straight ahead. This means that with each level, production growth is actually greater than in the past. Therefore, updating each equally gives the largest increase in payouts at the level, while updating only one will become extremely expensive. Next, make sure to update
the attack of your nomads. Nomads is your attacking force, and are used when attacking enemies. Thus, making sure that their attack-to-denomination power is the best course of action. A lot of people would like to upgrade the defense as well, but the defense in this is much worse, since you'll just be able to shoot them faster with increased damage. The
next thing you should look at updates is the health bars of your people as they are also important. Finally, upgrading storage units is essential. These storage units come in names such as garage and money depot. This is housing for your resources that you collect and make sure to keep on some of your resources in case you get attacked. The reason you
want to update these latest is because of the understanding that resources will always come back. Even if you go over the usual amount, its fine. Thus, they can be upgraded last, as overcrowding will occur anyway. Battles When it comes to battles, there are a few things to remember. To begin with, you will always have a limited number of icons. So tracking
how much you have at any given time will help you determine if you can win the next fight. You'll always show you how many people or fighters they have. Next, talk about how to deal. When you get to the battle screen, you'll have five different areas that you can place your fighters on. Note that each has a certain percentage over them. These percentages
tell you how big a bonus you will get if starting from now on. The higher the percentage, the better the increase in your statistics. So make sure you constantly prefer it, whether it's on defense, or offense. How to attack areas you start in California, but there is an opportunity to move from district to district. Therefore, do not attack randomly. Focus on one state
at a time. That's because you get a bonus if you take over all the areas in one state. If you do, you get the opportunity to increase your income by upgrading buildings and businesses in that state. But, you can only get that if you completely destroy all the territories and claim them as your own. One way to ensure this is to attack larger populated areas in the
first place. These tend to have higher enemies, meaning you can run through them first, lose a few people, and still Enough resources to kill weaker enemies later. It also allows you to clear them all at once, instead of constantly waiting for your nomads and fighters to be recruited after getting killed. These are just a few tips and tricks for California's Bloody
Roads. Whether you use them or not, it's up to you how you can play as you wish. Good luck, and happy fights! Fight!
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